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Let BG be the classifying space for stable spherical fibrations, and let V be a finite dimensional 
vector subspace of the cohomology algebra H*( BG; Hz). We prove that V may be realized by a 
Poincare duality space P, which means that if Y: P -) BG is the Spivak fibration, then Y* maps V 
isomorphically onto its image in H*(P; Z,). By construction, P is the product of a certain 
Grassman manifold and a spherical fiber space over a closed smooth manifold. 
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1. Introduction 
If M is a closed, smooth, oriented manifold, we denote by rM : M + BSO the 
stable classifying map of the tangent sphere bundle of M. Thus, as usual, BSO is 
the classifying space for stable oriented orthogonal sphere bundles. Characteristic 
classes of M are obtained by pulling cohomology classes in BSO back to M by the 
map r,+,. Thus if XE H*(BSO), then the corresponding characteristic class of M is 
defined to be x(M) = &(x) E H*(M). As we are only interested in characteristic 
classes mod 2, let us agree that in this paper all homology and cohomology groups 
are taken with Zz coefficients. It is a classical fact, that 
H*( BSO) = Z2[w2, w3,. . .] 
is the polynomial algebra in the universal Stiefel-Whitney classes wi E H’( BSO). 
Hence the Stiefel-Whitney classes of M are given by Wi( M) = T&( Wi) E H’(M). 
Passing from manifolds, sphere bundles and BSO to PoincarC duality spaces, 
spherical fibrations and BSG, respectively, one gets a natural generalization of the 
theory of manifolds. Thus BSG is the classifying space for stable oriented spherical 
fibrations, and if P is a PoincarC duality space, then rp: P+ BSG is the classifying 
map of the stable inverse of the Spivak normal fibration of P. The cohomology 
algebra of BSG is also well known. Let C c H*( BSG) be the kernel of the compo- 
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H*( BSG) 2 H*( BSG)O H*( BSG) z H*( BSO) Z H*( BSG) 
p Zid 
- R*(BSO)@ H*(BsG) 
where CL: BSG X BSG + BSG is the H-space structure of BSG induced by the 
Whitney join of spherical fibrations, j: BSO+ BSG is the natural map and p is the 
projection from H*( BSO) to fi*( BSO) = H’( BSO) + H’( BSO) +- . . . Then, by 
theorem 2.1 I of [l], 
H*( BSG) = H*( BSO)@ C, 
and from Theorem 3.45 in [4] it is known that C is a graded exterior algebra over 
Z, with infinitely many generators. The elements of C = C’ + C’+. . . are called 
the universal exotic characteristic classes. Thus if ,$ is an oriented spherical fibration 
over some space X (with its stable classifying map again denoted by 5: X + BSG), 
there are two types of characteristic classes of 5: the Stiefel-Whitney classes w,(t) = 
t*( wi) and the exotic classes e(t) = [*( ) e corresponding to the elements eE C. In 
particular, the Stiefel-Whitney classes wi( P) = wi( r,,) = rz( w,) and the exotic classes 
e(P) = e( rp) = r,*(e) are defined for every Poincare duality space I? 
The realization problem for characteristic classes, mentioned in the title, is the 
following: Given a finite dimensional vector subspace Vc H*( BSG), does there 
exist a Poincare duality space P such that T,* : H*( BSG) + H*(P) maps V isomorphi- 
tally onto its image? 
The corresponding problem for manifolds and subspaces of H”( BSO) is solved by 
simply taking Grassmannian manifolds of sufficiently high dimensions. Obviously, 
manifolds are inappropriate to realize exotic classes: for it follows from the definition 
of C that all exotic classes e(t) are zero if 5 is an orthogonal sphere bundle. What we are 
going to prove is that the question above has an affirmative answer: 
Theorem. Given a jinire number of linearly independent homogeneous exotic classes 
e,,..., e, E H*( BSG), there exists a Poincarh duality space P such that the classes 
e,(P), . . . , e,(P) are linearly independent. Furthermore, P may be chosen to have the 
following properties: 
(a) P is simply connected. 
(b) All Stiefel- Uhirney classes w,(P), w2( P), . . . are zero. 
(c) P is the total space of a spherical jibration over a closed, smooth, stably 
parallelizable manifold. 
By taking products with appropriate Grassmannians, it follows that every finite 
dimensional vector subspace of H*(BSG) may be realized by a PoincarC duality 
space. Observe that the theorem implies that there are no relations between the 
exotic classes holding for all PoincarC duality spaces, except the universal relations. 
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Thus these classes occur in nature as independently as their algebraic conditions 
permit. 
The proof of the theorem runs along the following lines. Killing the Stiefel- 
Whitney classes w2, wJ, . . . in BSG gives a fibration rr: B WG --f BSG. (In other papers, 
B WG is often denoted by BSG, see [3] or [7]: we prefer our notation for two reasons: 
the first is to relieve the printers task, the second is more significant: as BSG results 
from BG by killing the first Stiefel-Whitney class, so BWG results from BG by 
killing the total Stiefel-Whitney class W = w, + w2 + - - e). The homology classes in 
B WG which are dual to 7r*( e,) may be represented by singular manifolds gi: AI, + 
B WG. We take the total space of the normal bundle of M = M, x * * * x M, and 
modify it by surgery to make it simply connected. For the resulting manifold N, we 
get from the maps g, a map f: N + B WG, and the Poincare duality space P in the 
theorem is the total space of a spherical fibration over N with stable classifying 
map nof:N+BSG. 
2. The space BWG 
We explain the procedure of killing all Stiefel-Whitney classes in H*( BSG) which 
defines a new space BWG, and deduce properties of this space. 
Let K = K(Z2, 2) x K(Z2, 3) x- . - be the infinite product of Eilenberg-MacLane 
spaces oftype (Z,, k), endowed with the product topology. Considerthe path-fibration 
over K : the total space is the contractible space PK of paths in K starting at the base 
point, the fiber map is the endpoint map and the fiber is the loopspace RK of K. 
Let BWG be the pullback in the following diagram: 
*OK 
T _I 0 
BWG PK 
I 
lr 
w=(w*,w,,...) I 
BSG cK 
where wi: BSG-, K(H2, i) comes from identifying H’(BSG) with [BSG, K(Z2, i)] 
for every i. 
The following geometric property of BWG is a direct consequence of its con- 
struction: 
2.1. Proposition. A map 7: X+ BSG has a lifting ;i: X+ BWG $ ~~(7) =0 for 
i=2,3,.... 0 
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Each lifting has free play in the fiber RK. 
The functor which assigns to every space the set of oriented spherical fibrations 
with vanishing Stiefel-Whitney classes is not representable. So there does not exist 
a classifying space; but as every fibration with trivial Stiefel-Whitney classes admits 
a factorization of its classifying map through BWG, this space may be thought of 
as a substitute. 
2.2. Proposition. BWG is a simply connected space of jinite type and the kernel of 
z-* : H*( BSG) + H*( B WG) is the ideal in H*( BSG) generated by the Stiefel- Whitney 
classes wz, w,, . . . . 
Especially, n-* maps Cc H*(BSG) isomorphically onto its image. 
Proof. (a) To show that BWG is simply connected, look at the exact homotopy 
sequence of the fibration: 
TABWG) -k rz(BSG) A ~,(flK) i, r,(BWG) - rr,(BSG) = 1 
It is sufficient to show that there exists a fibration 5 over S* with w2( 5) # 0, because 
the classifying map of this tibration does not factor (see 2.1) through B WG. Then 
a is isomorphic and i, = 0, hence a,( B WG) = 1. The searched for fibration 5 is just the 
Hopf bundle over S*. 
(b) BSG has cohomology of finite type; OK can be seen to be a product of 
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, because even in the case of infinitely many factors the 
loop functor is compatible with taking products under the product topology, it 
follows: 
so fIK has finite type. Applying the Serre spectral sequence, one proves that the 
total space has finite type too. 
(c) The structure of the kernel of rr* follows by applying the Eilenberg-Moore 
spectral sequence to the diagram defining BWG and [8], corollary 3.5. Who 
alternatively prefers the Serre spectral sequence of BWG 4 BSG, may do so 
and use [6], Theorem 7.4 y. 0 
Remark. The complete structure of H*( B WG) has recently been calculated in [3], 
compare also [7] for an early hint; but we don’t need any details. 
The last property, we need of BWG, is the existence of a multiplication map: 
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2.3. Proposition. There exists k : B WG X B WG --f B WG such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
BWGxBWG 
c; 
*BWG 
YrxsT I _I 7r 
BSG x BSG 
P 
BSG 
where p is the multiplication of BSG (see Section 1). 
Proof. Consider the map B WG x BWG 2 BSG x BSG 1 BSG. As the Cartan 
formula holds for the wi, we get 
(nXir)*~*(w;)= 1 7r*(w,)oT*(wp)=o. 
v-p=i 
Applying 2.1, we choose a lifting b of p 0 (T x T) to B WG. Cl 
Remark. r-2 is not uniquely defined, but it can be chosen such that B WG is a H-space 
[3]. In any case, if we define @, by bk = b 0 (Gk_, xid) for k 2 3 with b = /.iz, it 
follows by induction, that 
BWG x. 
Gk 
..xBWG- BWG 
t Pk 1 
BSGx...xBSG - BSG 
commutes, where pk is induced by p. 
3. Proof of the theorem 
The construction of the searched for Poincare duality space falls into five steps. 
I. Step 
Given e,, . . . , e, E c c H*( BSG) linearly independent and homogeneous, map 
them to H*(BWG). According to Proposition 2.2, the elements rr*(e,), * * * , n*(e) E 
H*( B WG) are linearly independent. Set ni = dim eti Extend p*( e,), . . . , p*(e,) to 
a basis of the finite-dimensional vector space H”I( BWG) +a - * + H”r( B WG). 
Since BWG has finite type, we may choose a dual basis in the dual vector 
space H,,( BWG) +* *.+H,,(BWG). Let d ,,..., drE H,(BWG) be dual to 
7r*(e,),. . ., 77*(e,). 
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II. Step 
Now we apply the following theorem of Thorn ([I!], III.2): 
Theorem. Given a topological space X, an integer n > 0 and a mod 2 homology class 
d E H,(X), there exists a closed smooth n-manifold M and map f: M --, X such that 
f.[M] = d, where [M] E H,(M) is the mod 2 fundamental class. 
Actually, Thorn proved this in the case where X is a finite polyhedron, but using 
some standard facts on CW complexes, it follows as stated above. In particular, 
there exist n,-dimensional closed smooth manifolds Mi and maps gi: Mi + B WG 
such that g,,[M,] = di for i = 1, . . . , r. Hence 
g”( T*ej) = 
[Mi] fori=j 
0 for i #j and ni = nj 
(*) 
where [ fii] E H “i( Mi) is the generator. 
Set M=M,x- -*XM, with n=dimM=n,+- .*+n, and let g:M+BWG be 
the map g=&O(g, x* * -xgr>. 
Proposition. Theelementsg*?r*(e,), . . . , g*r*( e,) E H*(M) are linearly independent. 
Proof. For r = I, this is obvious, so let r > 1. For the comultiplication 
/_L* : H*( BSG) + H*( BSG x BSG) = H*( BSG)O H*( BSG) 
on the Hopf algebra H*(BSG) we have 
I.L*(f?i)=eiO1+l@ei 
modulo the vector subspace A2 c H*( BSG)O H*( BSG), which is generated by the 
elements x, 0 x2 with x,, x2 homogeneous elements of positive degree. By induction, 
we get 
H*(BSGx-.- x BSG) = H*(BSG)O* * *O H*(BSG), 
module the vector subspace A, which is generated by the elements x,0* . *Ox, 
with x,, . . . , X,E H*(BSG) homogeneous and deg xi>0 for at least two indices i. 
Therefore (see remark after 2.3) 
~~(~*e,)=~*(ei)~l~~~~~!+~~~+!O~~~~!~~*(ei) 
in 
H*(BWGx--9xBWG)=H*(BWG)@-.-@H*(BWG), 
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modulo the vector subspace 8, which is generated by the elements y,O. . .Oy, with 
Yl,*-., y, E H*( B WG) homogeneous and deg yi > 0 for at least two indices i. Apply- 
ing (8, x. . . xg,)* to the last equation gives 
g*~*(ei)=gTrr*(ei)OIO...O1+...+lO...OIOgT~*(ei) 
in H*(M) = H*(M,)O- - -0 H*(M,), module the vector subspace C, which is 
generated by the elements z, 0 * : *O z, with zi E H*( M,) homogeneous and deg Zi > 0 
for at least two indices i. 
NOW assume xi a,*,*( ei) = 0. Then 
(;aig:7r*(ei))010.. .o,+. . .+c3.. .O1+a:gTrr*(e,+O 
in H*(M)/ Cr. Since these summands lie in different direct summands of the vector 
space H*(M)/ C,, we get 
In view of (*) this gives 
Oj[tij]+~ aigTrr*(ei)=Oforj= 1,. . . , r, 
where i runs through all indices such that i #j and ni # nP Therefore, by dimensional 
reasons, a, = - * * = a, = 0 which proves the proposition. Cl 
III. Step 
Let E be the total space of the normal sphere bundle of a smooth embedding 
M c R2”+2. Then E is a closed stably parailelizable C”-manifold of dimension 
m = 2n + 1. Let q: E -+ M be the canonical projection. As the fiber is S”+‘, the 
fibration q has a section and therefore q* is monomorphic. We consider the 
map h defined to be the composite E 3 M 5 B WG. It follows: 
Proposition. The elements h*p*(e,), . . . , h* 7;*(e,) E H*(E) are linearly indepen- 
dent. 0 
IV. Step 
Since E is stably parallelizable, it can be made simply connected by surgery 
techniques (see [5]). Thus we get from E a simply connected manifold N, which 
we may assume to be stably parallelizable too (see [5], Theorem 1). We show that 
h: E-t BWG defines a map 3 N+ BWG. 
For that recall the construction of N: 
N= E-U$xdy-’ 
i 
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whereS~=.!$,!~OcS,‘~D~-’ c E are disjoint differentiable embeddings of tubular 
neighborhoods of representatives of generators of T,( E ). The map h can be assumed 
to be constant on Sf x Or-‘, as BWG is simply connected. 
Denote E -lJi Sl x 8:-’ 
_ 
by L and define f: IV + BWG to be h on Land constant 
_ 
on the union of solid tori 0: X ST-‘. Set f = rr 0 f: N + BSG. Since f factorizes 
through B WC, w, (f) = 0 for i = 2,3 . . . . We finally prove 
Proposition. The elementsfc(e,), . . . ,f*(e,) E H*(N) are linearly independent. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
H’(E) - H’(L) - H’(N) 
H’( BSG) 
where cp =fl L = ( T 0 h)l L. For 2 <j < m - 2, the inclusions L+ E and L + N induce 
isomorphisms in cohomology. Especially, this holds for j = n,, . . . , nrr and so the 
proposition follows from Step III. C 
V. Step 
Let 71 = (P, p, N) be a spherical fibration with stable classifying map f: N + BSG 
and with fiber Sk for some k > m + 1. With N the space P is simply connected. As 
N and Sk are PoincarC duality spaces, so is P (see [9], 3.1). We calculate the normal 
fibration up 
If 5 = (T, p, R) is a spherical fibration over some PoincarC duality space R, then 
vT. = p*( vRO [-I) (see [ 121, Theorem I). Especially, up = p*( vN 0 T)-‘) = p*( v-l), 
stnce vN = 0. 
Hence for every x E H*( BSG) there holds: x(P) = x( TV) = x( p*v) = p*f*(x). 
Especially wi( P) = p*f*( Wi) =O for i = 2,3, . . . and ei( P) = p*f*( e,), i = 1, . . . , r, are 
linearly independent, asp* is monomorphic. That ends the proof of the Theorem. Cl 
Remarks. 1) The simplest example of our theorem is to find a Poincare duality 
space with e,(P) E H3( P) nonvanishing. Here e,(P) comes from the first exotic class 
e, E H3( BSG) (see [2], 9 5). According to our construction we find a singular 
manifold representing the dual of rr*(e,). Take f: S3 + BSG to be the only nontrivial 
map. So by chance as S3 is already a simply connected differentiable and stably 
parallelizable manifold, we set N = S3 and P the total space of a fibration classified 
by f: If you represent this fibration with fiber Sz (which is possible), then P is a 
five dimensional, simply connected Poincare duality space which can be found in 
[2] or the complete classification list in [IO], Theorem 10.1. 
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2) If you like, you may even assume that the Poincare duality space P in our 
theorem is 2-connected (but in general, the connectivity of P is not higher because 
H3(BSG) contains an exotic class). The proof is as follows. The inclusion of the 
fiber RK into BWG induces an isomorphism nz( RK) = TT~( B WC) = PI. Since the 
fiber operates on BWG, we may assume that the map J‘: N + BWG satisfies 
f.+ = 0: rrz( N) + rTTz( B WC), by multiplying it with an appropriate map N + RK. 
Then, if N’ is obtained from N by surgery to kill TT~( N), the map j induces a 
map 7: N’+ BWG, and we repeat step V with N’,f’= ~7 instead of N,J: 
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